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Abstract
Continuity of the electric supply is considered one of the main 
power quality indices, and thus, it is essential to perform fast 
and efficient restoration of electricity following outages. How-
ever, this might not be always an easy task, especially in large 
distribution networks. In this paper, an efficient multi-agent 
based control scheme is introduced to restore the maximum 
possible out of service loads without violating any of the tech-
nical constraints of the electric network. The proposed scheme 
utilizes a number of agents distributed along the feeder to 
gather the necessary information and communicate it to the 
decision making agent at the faulted feeder head. The decision 
making agent first attempts to restore all the out of service 
loads through group restoration. However, if this is not pos-
sible due to violating any of the technical constrains, then the 
agent attempts to restore as much loads as possible through a 
zone restoration process. To validate the effectiveness of the 
proposed control scheme, two case studies are presented to 
show the group and zone restorations. The distribution sys-
tem is simulated in the MATLAB environment to perform the 
required power flow calculations and provide the necessary 
information to the agents. On the other hand, the agents are 
implemented in JADE environment where the communication 
and decision making process occurs.
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1 Introduction
Restoration of electricity following an outage in the distribu-

tion network requires fast and effective action from the utility 
in order to minimize the impacts on the affected customers. The 
electrical power service restoration can be defined as finding an 
appropriate healthy feeder to transfer the out of service loads of 
a faulted feeder through a number of switching operations [1].

There are two main types of control strategies for autono-
mous restoration in a distribution network; Centralized Coor-
dination Strategy (CCS) and Decentralized Coordination Strat-
egy (DCS). The CCS depends mainly on one central control 
unit which collects all data from different locations along the 
feeder and takes the appropriate restoration decision. The con-
trol algorithm can be based on mathematical programming [2] 
or artificial intelligent techniques [3] to solve the restoration 
problem. The main advantage of such methods is their ability 
to obtain an optimal restoration path. However, they require 
extensive calculations and long processing time, especially in 
case of large networks [4]. 

On the other hand, the DCS utilizes distributed controllers 
for data collection while the decision making is achieved by a 
specific controller which is assigned based on the condition of 
the system. Such methods are usually based on an expert sys-
tem or heuristic techniques for solving the restoration problem 
[5, 6],which are usually fast and less computationally exten-
sive. Moreover, they are not dependent on a single central unit, 
and thus, they enhance the reliability of the control system. 
In [7], a combination of heuristic and expert based system is 
introduced for service restoration after fault isolation using a 
SCADA system for information collection and decision mak-
ing. However, the method has a central unit for decision mak-
ing for all cases which highly reduces the reliability of the con-
trol system. Recently, the use of Multi-Agent System (MAS) in 
the restoration process is proposed by several researchers. For 
example, in [8] a multi-agent system is proposed for intelligent 
restoration in the distribution network using one type of agents 
having two operating modes. The method takes into consid-
eration the current limits of the feeders but does not consider 
the voltage limits for the restoration path which might lead 
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to an unacceptable operating condition after restoration. The 
work in [9] introduces a self-healing mechanism in distribution 
systems using a multi-agent framework using an expert based 
algorithm. The system consists of two types of agents forming 
two layers where the higher one is responsible for the deci-
sion making. The algorithm considers the current and voltage 
limits for the healthy feeders but neglects the voltage limits in 
the restored feeder which might lead to unacceptable operating 
conditions in the restored part.

In this paper, an approach based on MAS is implemented for 
isolating the faulted part of the feeder and solving the restora-
tion problem. The approach takes into consideration the current 
and voltage limits in both the healthy and the restored sections 
of the network. The MAS consists of a number of agents dis-
tributed along the network to gather the necessary information 
while the decision making agent is defined in case of fault as 
the agent at the head of the faulted feeder.

2 Expert Based Restoration Problem Formulation
The restoration problem can be formulated as a large scale 

combinational problem due to the many combinations of pos-
sible switching operations, especially in large distribution net-
works [8, 10]. One possible and effective method to solve such 
problems is to use a well-designed expert based algorithm that 
attempts to achieve the required objectives while respecting 
the technical constraints of the system. The main objectives 
of the restoration problem are: (1) attempt to maximize the 
restored out of service loads to increase the quality and relia-
bility of the supply, and, (2) attempt to minimize the switching 
operations to increase the lifetime of the switches and reduce 
the cost of operation.

The problem is subject to several technical constraints that 
must be maintained during and after the restoration process 
to ensure an acceptable operation of the distribution system. 
These constraints can be summarized as follows:

1. Maintain the radial structure of all feeders
2. Maintain the current limit for all feeder branches

Ij  ≤  Imax j

where  Ij  is the magnitude of current through branch  j, and  
Imaxj  is the maximum allowable current for this branch

3. Maintain the voltage limit at all buses along the healthy 
feeder. This can be achieved by calculating the current 
limit corresponding to the voltage limit of the healthy 
feeder as in [11]:

I V V
Zv

bh

ph
h
=

−
min

where Ivh  is the maximum additional current that can 
flow through the healthy feeder without violating its 
voltage limit,  Vbh  is the voltage magnitude of bus  h 
having the lowest magnitude along healthy feeder, Vmin 

is the minimum allowable bus voltage magnitude (e.g., 
0.9 p.u.), and  Zph  is the magnitude of impedance for the 
portion of the healthy feeder contributing to the restora-
tion path starting from the substation to the bus closest 
to bus h [11].

4. Maintain the voltage limit at all buses of the restored part 
of the faulted feeder. This can be achieved by calculating 
the current limit corresponding to the voltage limit of the 
restored part by:

I V V
Zv

bt

pf
f
=

−
min

where Iv f  is the maximum additional current that can flow 
through the restored feeder without violating its voltage 
limit, Vbt  is the magnitude of the tie bus voltage of the 
healthy feeder, Vmin  is the minimum allowable bus volt-
age (e.g., 0.9 p.u.), Zpf is the magnitude of impedance for 
portion of the total path of the restoration including the 
restored part and can be calculated as Zpf  = |Zpt + 0,5Zf|  
where  Zpt  is theimpedance of the restoration path from the 
substation to the tie bus along the healthy feeder and  Zf  is 
the series impedance of the out of service zones consider-
ing the assumption that the out of service loads are uni-
formly distributed along the faulted feeder [12]. The zone 
is defined as a section of the feeder which is bound by two 
or more switches. Each zone has its own measuring de-
vices which measure the incoming and outgoing currents.

The work done in this paper is based on the following 
assumptions:

1. The out of service loads are uniformly distributed along 
the faulted feeder to calculate the out of service loads that 
can be restored without violating the voltage constraint in 
the faulted section.

2. The power loss in the distribution feeder is not consid-
ered in the restoration process. This is because the main 
objective is to maximize the number of restored out of 
service loads regardless of the power loss as this is con-
sidered as an abnormal operating condition [13].

3. The bus voltage angles of the healthy feeder following 
the restoration are assumed to be close to the angles be-
fore the restoration [9, 12]. This is due to the fact that 
the demand of the restored sections is usually small as 
compared to the demand of the healthy feeder.

3 Proposed MAS Architecture 
The proposed MAS is implemented using a number of 

micro-controller based devices installed and distributed along 
the network, where this MAS proposed structure consists of 
three main types of agents: (1) Feeder Agent placed at each 
feeder head circuit breaker, (2) Tie Agent placed at each zone 
having a tie switch which is normally open during normal 

(1)

(2)

(3)
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operation, and (3) Zone Agent placed at each zone along the 
feeder. The Feeder Agent of the faulted feeder (FFA) is respon-
sible for the decision making of the restoration process as will 
be explained in the following section. The FFA identifies itself 
once the circuit breaker at the head of the faulted feeder trips. 
The Tie Agent for each healthy feeder which can be connected 
to the faulted feeder (HTA) is responsible for calculating the 
limits of its healthy feeder in case the power is restored through 
it and then sends the information to the FFA. The HTA identi-
fies itself once it receives a Call for Proposal (CFP) message 
from the FFA. The Zone Agent can either be a Faulted Zone 
Agent (FZA), a Down Zone Agent (DZA) or a Healthy Zone 
Agent (HZA). The FZA is the agent of the zone that has the 
fault. The main function of this agent is to isolate the fault by 
opening the switches at the terminals of the zone once the cir-
cuit breaker is tripped. The FZA identifies itself once it detects 
a large difference between the incoming and outgoing currents 
as compared to the normal operating conditions. The DZA is 
the agent of the zone that has no power due to the isolation of 
the fault. This agent identifies itself once it receives a message 
from the FFA to send the demand power of its zone. The HZA 
is the agent of the zone along the restoration path of the healthy 
feeder. The main function of the HZA is to identify the mini-
mum bus voltage within the zone and to calculate the avail-
able spare capacity of the branches within the zone that does 
not violate the current limit. This agent identifies itself once it 
receives a message from its HTA to send information about its 
zone for calculating the feeder limits.

The communication between the agents is done using an 
Agent Communication Language (ACL) which contains vari-
ous types of messages such as inform, request and call for 
proposals [14]. This language was developed by the Founda-
tion for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA), an IEEE standard 
organization, which specifies software standards for agent 
based systems [15].

4 Proposed Restoration process
The restoration process involves two stages, first, to detect 

the fault and isolate the faulted part of the feeder, and second, 
to initiate the restoration algorithm in order to attempt restoring 
the out of service loads.

0 algorithm to restore the out of service zones in the down-
stream of the faulted zone. In this stage, the algorithm attempts 
first to perform group restoration to restore all the out of service 
loads in the downstream part of the faulted feeder by switching 
them to another feeder through a single switching operation. If 
group restoration is not possible due to the violation of one or 
more of the technical constraints, then zone restoration is ini-
tiated. In this case, the algorithm attempts to restore as much 
zones as possible without violating any of the constraints. To 
perform the restoration process, the FFA communicates with 
the DZAs to gather information about the total demand power 

required for restoring the downstream zones. The FFA also com-
municates with the HTAs to get information about the power 
that they can supply without violating of any constraint of their 
healthy feeders. After gathering the required information, the 
FFA decides which is the most suitable path for restoration and 
sends its decision to the selected HTA to close its tie switch.

The role of different agents during the restoration process 
can be illustrated in the following sections.

4.1 Faulted Feeder Agent (FFA)
Once the fault is isolated and the upstream zones are 

restored, the FFA communicates with the DZAs and HTAs to 
collect the necessary information in order to take the decision 
about the restoration process. The sequential operation of the 
FFA is as follows:

1. FFA sends Request for Information (RFI) messages to 
all DZAs, to identify the needed demand power for each 
down zone.

2. DZAs respond to the FFA with inform message contain-
ing the needed demand power for restoration.

3. FFA sends CFP messages to all the available HTAs.
4. Each HTA responds to the FFA with an inform message con-

taining the magnitude of the tie bus voltage of the healthy 
feeder and the Allowable Power for Restoration (APR) that 
will not violate the branch current limits and voltage limits 
in the healthy feeder as will be shown in Eq. (9).

5. After the information is collected by the FFA, the deci-
sion making algorithm is initiated to perform the restora-
tion process according to the expert based rules as illus-
trated in Section 2. The FFA calculates Iv f  using Eq. (3), 
and hence, the corresponding power is estimated by:

APR V Ivf L vf= ∗

Where |VL| is assumed to be 1 p.u.
6. FFA calculates the power that can be restored for each tie 

after considering the voltage limits in the restored part as:

APR APR APRm i vfi i
= min( , )

where APRmi : is the allowable power for restoration from 
healthy feeder i without violating the current or voltage 
limits for the healthy and the restored zones.

7. FFA compares the APRmi  of all healthy feeders with the 
total demand of the down zones to check the possibility 
of performing group restoration based on the condition:

max
i n m j

j

n

h
i

z

APR S
∈

=

≥ ∑( )

1

where  Si  is the demand power of the down zone  j,  nz 
is the total number of out of service zones, and  nh  is the 
total number of available HTAs. 

8. FFA sends an accept proposal message to the HTA satis-
fying the conditions of group restoration.

(4)

(5)

(6)
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9. If Eq. (6) is not satisfied, the FFA initiates zone resto-
ration by building up Zone/Switch relation table [17] to 
identify all possible combinations that can be done on the 
out of service zones for each HTA

Z Z Zonec c
j

n

jx

z

= =










=1


where  Zc  is the set of all possible zone combinations, 
Zcx  is zone combination number x and is the total num-
ber of out of service zones.

10. FFA calculates the needed demand power by each com-
bination of zones in order to be restored, and then calcu-
lates the new APRmi  for each zone combination, but in 
this case  Zf  will be different for each combination.

11. FFA arranges the combinations in descending order ac-
cording to the needed demand power and compares the 
needed demand power with the corresponding APRmi  for 
each combination.

12. If a combination has the needed demand power less than 
or equal the APRmi  from the  ith  tie, FFA sends an ac-
cept proposal message to HTAi, requesting to restore the 
power and to perform the necessary switching operation 
to reach this combination.

13. FFA sends request messages to the selected DZAs in or-
der to reach the desired combination including the switch 
to be opened and switch to be closed, then sends accept 
proposal message to the selected HTA in order to close 
the tie switch.

14. FFA updates the zone switch table after eliminating the 
combinations that can’t be used due to radial constraint 
as indicated in Section 2, and then if table is empty the 
restoration is done successfully.

15. If the table is not empty, repeat the steps from 11 to 14 till 
the table is empty or this is the last available HTA.

4.2 Healthy Tie Agent (HTA)
Once the Tie Agents receive CFP messages from the FFA 

they identify themselves as HTAs. Each HTA collects informa-
tion about its feeder to identify how much power can be pro-
vided to the restored loads without violating any of constraints 
of the healthy feeder as illustrated in Section 2 (i.e. calculate 
the APR). The HTA sends request messages to all zones along 
the restoration path, which define themselves as Healthy Zone 
Agents (HZAs) after receiving this message, requesting infor-
mation to determine the maximum power it can support with-
out violating the constraints of the healthy feeder. The sequen-
tial operation of the HTA is as follows:

1. HTA receives a CFP message from the FFA.
2. HTA sends RFI messages to the HZAs of its feeder, re-

questing the minimum bus voltage within the zone and 
spare capacity of each zone which can be calculated as:

I I Iava j k k j k j= −− −min( )
max

Where  Iava j  is the available spare current of zone  j,
Imax k-j  is the maximum current carrying capacity for 
branch  k  of zone  j  along the restoration path,  Ik-j  is the 
magnitude of actual current flowing in branch  k  of zone  j.

3. HTA calculates the voltage limit for the healthy feeder 
Ivh  using Eq. (2) and calculates the available spare cur-
rent that can be fed by the healthy feeder without violat-
ing the current constraint of its branches,  Ich, by:

I Ich i ava i= min( )

4. HTA calculates the APR by:

APR V IL spare= ∗

I I Ispare ch vh= min( , )

where  |VL| is assumed to be 1 p.u. and   Ispare  is the available 
spare current that can be used for restoration taking into 
consideration the current and voltage constraints along 
the healthy feeder.

5. HTA sends an inform message to the FFA containing the 
APR and the tie bus voltage.

6. HTA waits for an accept proposal message from the FFA 
agent in order to close the tie switch and energize the 
downstream zones of the faulted feeder.

4.3 Zone Agents
As mentioned before, the zone agents are placed along the 

feeder and are divided into three types, each having a specific 
function.

The sequential operation of the FZA is as follows:
1. FZA identifies the faulted zone.
2. FZA sends a signal to the switches at the terminals of the 

zone to open and isolate the fault.
3. FZA sends a signal to the circuit breaker to reclose and 

supply power to the upstream zones of the faulted feeder.

For the DZA, the sequential operation is as follows:
1. DZA receives RFI message from FFA, requesting the 

needed demand of its zone. 
2. DZA sends back an inform message containing the load 

demand of its zone.
3. If the DZA receives a request message from the FFA, it 

performs the required switching operation as indicated in 
the message.

Finally, the sequential operation of the HZA is as follows:
1. HZA receives RFI message from its HTA, requesting in-

formation about the limits of the zone.
2. HZA calculates the  Iava  using Eq. (8).
3. HZA replies with and inform message containing the 

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)
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available spare current of the zone and the minimum bus 
voltage within the zone.

5 Simulation Cases
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed MAS 

restoration process, two case studies are simulated using the data 
of the 11 kV radial distribution system shown in Fig. 1 [18]. The 
system is modeled in the MATLAB environment to perform the 
required power flow calculations. On the other hand, the agents 
are implemented in Java Agent Developing Framework (JADE) 
[19]. The power flow calculations are carried out pre-fault to 
obtain the information that the MAS require in order to calculate 
the different constraints. The power flow calculations are also 
carried out after the restoration decision is taken by the MAS in 
order to validate the correctness of the decision.

1) Case 1:
A permanent fault is simulated insidezoneZa7of Feeder „a”. 

In this case, FCB-1 trips to stop feeding the fault, while the 
Zone Agent of Zone Za7 identifies itself as the FZA after it 
detects an abnormal condition. The FZA sends a signal to the 
switches of Zone Za7 to isolate the fault and then sends a signal 
to FCB-1 in order to reclose and energize the upstream part of 
the faulted feeder. The out of service zones are Za8 to Z10 and 
they need a total demand power 0.137p.u. The available ties are 
Tie 2 at Feeder „c” and Tie 3 at feeder „d” with corresponding 
tie switches S12 and S10.

After the fault is isolated, the Feeder Agent located at FCB-1 
of Feeder „a” identifies itself as the FFA, and starts the resto-
ration process as illustrated in Section 4. First, the FFA sends 
RFI messages to all DZAs (Za8, Za9 and Za10) to identify the 
needed demand power for each down zone. Each DZA responds 
with an inform message containing the load demand of its zone. 
The FFA then sends CFP messages to the HTAs at Tie2 and Tie 
3. Each HTA sends RFI to all their HZAs, requesting the mini-
mum available spare capacity of its branches and its minimum 
bus voltage. Each HZA calculates it’sand sends inform message 
with spare capacity and its minimum bus voltage. The HTA cal-
culates the APR using Eq. (9), where the APR for the HTA at Tie 
2 is 0.265p.u.and for the HTA at Tie 3 is 0.0888p.u.. Then the 
HTA sends an inform message to the FFA containing the APR 
for each tie and the tie bus voltage (0.93088p.u. for Tie 2 and 
0.9087p.u. for Tie 3). After receiving this information, the FFA 
calculates the APRmi  for each healthy tie, where for Tie 2 it is 
0.1898p.u. and for Tie 3 it is 0.0604p.u. The FFA compares the 
highest APRmi  with the needed demand power by DZAs using 
Eq. (6). In this case, the restoration can be done through group 
restoration. Thus, the FFA sends an accept proposal message to 
the HTA at Tie 2 in order to close switch S12 and restore all the 
down zones through one switching operation. After the restora-
tion is done, the minimum bus voltage is 0.9055p.u. at L64 along 
Feeder „c”, which is the new restored part with a value does not 

violate the voltage limit. Feeder „d” remains unchanged because 
it didn’t participate in the restoration process.

2) Case 2:
In this case, the fault is simulated in Zone Za1 of Feeder 

„a”. The detection and isolation of the fault is the same as 
Case 1, where the Zone Agent of Zone Za1 is the FZA. In this 
case the FZA does not send a signal to the circuit breaker to 
reclose because no zones can be restored after reclosure. Thus, 
the down zones are Za2 to Z10 and they need a total demand 
power 1.3716p.u. The available ties are Tie 1, Tie 2 and Tie 3, 
with corresponding tie switches S4, S12 and S10, respectively.

After the fault is isolated, the FFA sends RFI messages to 
all DZAs to identify the needed demand power for each DZA. 
The DZA respond with inform message containing the load 
demand. After that FFA send CFP messages to the HTAs which 
then send messages to their HZAs. After receiving the required 
information, each HTA calculates the APR for each tie. The 
FFA receives an inform message from the HTAs containing the 
APR and the tie voltage of each tie. These are 0.6779p.u.and 
0.953674p.u. for Tie 1, 0.265p.u. and 0.93088p.u. for Tie 2, 
and, 0.0888p.u. and 0.9087p.u. for Tie 3, respectively. The FFA 
then calculates the APRmi  for each tie, where for Tie 1 it is 
0.362p.u., for Tie 2 it is 0.147p.u. and for Tie 3 it is 0.0454p.u.. 
The FFA compares the highest APRmi  with the neededdemand 
power by all DZAs using Eq. (6). In this case, group restoration 

Fig. 1 Test distribution system
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is not possible, thus, zone restoration is initiated. The FFA 
builds the zone switch relation table by Eq. (7) to identify all 
possible combinations to be restored through each tie. Then the 
FFA calculates the new APRmi  for each zone combination, as 
Zf will be different for eachcombination.

The FFA then arranges the combinations in a descending 
order according to the needed demand power. It then compares 
the APRmi  for each combination with the load demand of this 
combination.

After searching the combinations throughout the table, it 
is found that there are no possible combinations that can be 
restored from T3 to maintain the radial constrain. The possible 
combinations from Tie 1 and Tie 2 are identified to be:

1. Za4 from Tie 1, as the needed demand power is 0.2321p.u. 
and the APRm1

 for this combination is 0.6074p.u.. Re-
storing Za3 is not possible as this combination needs a 
demand power of 0.6673.

2. Za7, Za8, Za9, and Za10from Tie 2, as the total needed 
demand power is 0.1365p.u. and the APRm2

 for this com-
bination is 0.1981p.u.. Restoring Za6 is not possible as 
this combination needs a demand power of 0.2427.

The first combination can be achieved by opening S3 and 
closing S4 while the second combination can be achieved by 
opening S7 and closing S12. Thus, the FFA sends request mes-
sages to the DZAs of Za4 and Za7 to open switchesS3 and 
S7, respectively. Then, the FFA sends accept proposal mes-
sages to Tie 1 and Tie 2 in order to close closing S4 and S12, 
respectively to restore the power. After the restoration is done, 
the minimum bus voltage along Feeder „b” is 0.94019p.u. at 
L59,and along Feeder „c” is 0.90554p.u. at L64 which does not 
violate the voltage limit.

For demonstration, the voltage profiles for the feeders 
involved in restoration process in the two case studies are pre-
sented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The figures show that all the bus 
voltages are within the permissible limits.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, a Multi-Agent System is used for electrical 

service restoration in distribution networks. The proposed sys-
tem is composed of three types of agents installed according to 
their place in the distribution network. The system is based on 
an expert based algorithm to meet the restore as much loads as 
possible without exceeding the current carrying capacity of the 
branches or violating the voltage limits of the buses. For the 
sake of verifying the proposed control scheme two scenarios 
are presented to show the concept of group restoration and zone 
restoration. The simulation results show that the restoration 
can be achieved successfully using the proposed scheme which 
allows the network to have an efficient self-healing capability 
that could be enrolled in smart grid distribution systems.
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